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Source: Newsroom.fb.com facebook's F8 developer conference in San Francisco that it will allow social network developers to create integrated apps with Messenger, the messaging app that currently has 600 million monthly active users. Facebook chief executive officer Mark Zuckerberg said Facebook wants to make it easier for these users to share more
content through Messenger. The social network has introduced more than 40 new appes that allow users to improve their conversation with GIFs, photos, videos, audio clips and other forms of creative expression. You can explore these apps through the composer or tap Install when a friend sends you a message from the Messenger Platform app. More than
40 apps participated in the launch of the Messenger Platform, said David Marcus, facebook's head of Messenger, the former president of PayPal. These first apps are now available on Messenger, and Facebook has already opened the Messenger Platform to developers. In a post on the developers' site, where it lists the first 47 apps integrated with
Messenger, Facebook explains: With the Messenger Platform, the content of an app can be shared through private and group messages to spark creative and expressive conversations, while it offers developers opportunities to grow and leave back. Messenger Platform apps, a person's option to install the app from within Messenger or the option to respond
using my inside in the app If the person receiving the message doesn't already have an app installed, they can tap Install to be taken directly to the app store to start using the app. This means that people can naturally discover apps recommended by their friends through their conversations. Source: Newsroom.fb.com Source: Newsroom.fb.com another new
feature called Businesses on Messenger, you'll be able to have rich and personal conversations, for example, with a store where you order t-shirts. After you make the purchase, you can choose to receive updates on Messenger, where the business will send you updates such as order confirmations and shipping status updates. You'll also be able to perform
basic actions from Messenger, such as changing, tracking, or returning an order. Throughout the process, you have the option of asking a question or requesting the company you are doing business with, and Facebook promises to get quick answers between that person and business through a single ongoing thread. The feature will be added to Facebook's
first partners Everlane and Zulily, and additional traders in the coming months. According to Time, Zuckerberg said of the feature: I don't know anyone who likes to look for a workplace - it's not fast. Helping people communicate more naturally with businesses will improve almost every person's lives. Rachel Metz of MIT's Technology Review called the move a
reaction to the growing popularity of mobile messaging apps He pointed to Facebook users you can share photos, videos, stickers, and maps of their locations. They can also make voice calls through the app and send money to other users. However, insement of third-party developers with the app can take advantage over apps like WeChat and Snapchat.
The Messenger Platform will also help the app take over some tasks and functions that we might normally need email and even other apps, so it will allow Facebook to bring Messenger closer to the center of your conversations and communications. Source: Newsroom.fb.com Casey Newton, writing for The Verge, explains that since Facebook separated
Messenger from its main app last spring, Messenger has been the foundation for Asia's mega messengers to be the western world's answer: apps like LINE and WeChat that combine communications, gaming, e-commerce and more into a single platform. Apps that send GIFs don't seem like a big deal on their own, but if businesses on Messenger have
edked, Presto Newton writes: Messenger is now an e-commerce platform. Messaging apps are positioned for email to succeed as powerful advertising tools on a platform that feels personal. Newton spoke to Facebook's chief product officer, Chris Cox, who called the Messenger Platform a kind of experiment. We'll see what people need and what they want
out of it. You learn a lot from people trying to use it. Messenger jumped into being the next mega-messenger and running to create a platform on top of a service that we use to communicate and interact with the people we care about. And if everything goes according to plan, Facebook will leverage the central location of Messenger in the social lives of many
users to get to use for everything. According to Steven Levy of Backchannel, some of Messenger's new functions will replace the activities you currently complete in a browser, and some that some can perform in other apps. She explains that Facebook has always believed that the synchronous nature of email is not in keeping with the social chart that
connects us to our friends and family, and has long stried to get rid of the cruelty of its inbox. Source: Newsroom.fb.com Messenger communication works in place of many types of email, and Facebook Messenger hopes that its main app will integrate into everyday life as it is now. Levy notes that Facebook is the number one app where users spend their
time. Below are various browsers, email services and applications, and by attracting more functionality and time than others, Facebook Messenger wants to make it a central platform for mobile users. Under Marcus' leadership, Facebook said separating messaging functionality from the social network's main app allows it to e-picture Messenger operating as
a platform Third-party developers inevitably add thousands of features, tools, and distractions. With each addition, users will have less reason to need it The world of Facebook. When asked when he thought the speech paradigm offered by Messenger would overshadow email, it's hard to say. People may want to have both for a while because they are used
to having emails. But it adds, over time, as we create more interaction with our capabilities and these topics, the benefit goes, and the need for something else goes down. Facebook announced plans for a complete overhaul of the Messenger app at its F8 developer conference last year, but it took the social networking giant almost eight months to finally
bring it to all users. Now, the app has been gradually spreading to some Android and iOS users in selected countries, but it began wider use today, the Verge reports. The most important changes highlighted in our previous story are the design compressed with only three tabs, as shown in the image below, in place of the nine tabs found in the previous
version of Messenger. But something that seems to bother some people is the new dominant white color, which is likely to drain the phone's battery more than ever. Because most tabs are now hidden behind a four-point icon, the icons are now larger, but the overall design is much cleaner. The new version of Messenger has already appeared in the App
Store and Google Play Store, and as we expected, it does not bring any new features, just a great redesign of the app. SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! You read this correctly - starting today, Facebook Messenger 2.0 will support sending text messages. However, the asterisk in the title indicates that it is a trick. Initially, it will only support messaging
from HTC EVO 3D, HTC One X, LG Optimus Black, LG Optimus Hub, Samsung Galaxy Ace, Samsung Galaxy Nexus, Samsung Galaxy S3, and Samsung Galaxy Y app. Facebook promises that more devices will be supported in the next few weeks. In addition to redesigning your message inbox by likening it to the SMS app, Facebook Messenger lets you
swipe left anywhere in the app to see who's available and send messages from there. You can also put the friends you send the most messages to the top through Favorites so they're easily accessible. Along with updates from Facebook Messenger, the main Facebook app is still getting an update today. It gets the same SMS-style view for your messages
and will be an icon at the top right of your News Source indicating who can't chat. In addition, Facebook says the new app has been made more secure and they have ironed out some bugs with push notifications and multiple photo uploads. Source: Facebook Android: Facebook's mobile apps are bad for hogging battery life and resources. I mean, I'd
probably just want a 10MB stripped Messenger app, wouldn't I? I do, but most countries can't use it yet. Facebook, Kenya, Tunisia, Malaysia, Sri and announced this version of the Messenger app for emerging markets, including Venezuela coming to other markets in the coming months. For those in established markets such as the US, the best bet is to
keep an eye on sites like APK Mirror for a third-party upload. Still, there is no guarantee that the APK will come forward and support its language. While it's understandable that Facebook doesn't want to offer multiple messaging apps at once (they're not Google after all), a lightweight Messenger app is pretty high on users' wish lists. For now, the best bet to
save your phone's resources is still the Facebook mobile site, but hopefully demand Facebook will want to roll out this app more widely. Empowering the World to Stay Connected: Introducing Messenger Lite | Slashgear Slashgear via Facebook
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